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Cast....
Domin.....Ron Pennell
Sulla.....Karen Meyer
Marius.....John Fisk
Helena Glory.....Beverly Glynn
Dr. Gall.....George Wilson
Mr. Fabry.....Mike Genovese
Dr. Hallemeier.....James Wilhelm
Mr. Alquist.....Henry M. Michaels
Consul Busman.....R. Keith Jones
Nancy.....Nadine Beccue
Radius.....Bill Ozier
Helena, Robotess.....Vernell Vyvial
Primus.....Dick Cain
Robots.....George Fielding, Eddie Chance,
Douglas Koertge, Bob McDonald

Time.....The near future?

Act I.....Central Office of the Factory
of Rossum's Universal Robots

Act II.....Helena's Sitting Room.....
Ten years later.....Morning

Act III....The same ... A Laboratory...One year later
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Direction.....E. Glendon Gabbard
Scene Design and Technical Direction.....Edmund Roney
Assistant to the Director.....William Tucker
Student Assistants.....Sandra Hicks, Mike Paris,
                     Gary Price, Ron Renville